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1969 AFRICAN STUDIES ANNUAL MEETil'JG
The African Studie s Association held its 11th aLnual
meeting October 16- 19, 1968, in Les Angeles. Several dis cussion sessions and several fi lms were devoted to tbe
literature of Africa , Among the events of special interest
to African l iterature specialists were the followi ng :
Critj_c :. J Atproaches to African Li tera.tuYe :
Papers :

Charles R. Larson, Indiana U.--"Whit}1er the African
Novel?"
Edris /ilakward , U, of Wisconsin-- "Is There en African
A:.::r,ronch to African Literature?"
Bernth Lindfors , u. of California at Los Angeles -"Amos Tutuola and His Critics."

African Films
"Leopold Sedar Senghor"-- A discussion of t he President of
Senegal as philosopher and poet.
"Duro Lapido -- An introduction to the Dura Lapido Traveling
Theatre Company of Pshogbo, Nigeria, and its work in folk
opera .
"Omowale : The Child Returns Home " -- American black novelist
John Williams of Mississippi explores the relationship of
the black American t o Africa and Africans.
Igbo St udies
Papers :

Austin J, Shelton, State Univ. of New York, New

Paltz--"The .Articulation of Traditional and
Modern in Igbo Literature."
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Herbert M. Cole, u. of Call£ornia, Santa Barbara-"The Past and Future of' J..gbo Arts."
(several other papers in this panel discussed Igbo
politics, anthropology, etc.)
Parties interested in joining The African Studies
Association are encouraged to write to the following
address :
622 West 113th Street
New York, New York
10025.
AFRICAN ARTIST WINS u.c.L.A. ANNUAL AW.ARD
African Arts/Arts d'Af'rique, the publication of the
African Studies Center at u.c.L.A. has, in its second year
of publication, arranged for two $1,000 prizes each year to
be awarded to artists submitting the best work in sculpture,
painting, literature, dance, music, scenarios, etc.
The 1968 prize for creative writing went to Ezekiel Mpbablele
for his new novel, The Wanderers.
UYS KRIGE EDITS A NEW VOLUME OF OLIVE SCHREINER
Oxford University, Cape Town, has printed OLIVE SCHREINER
A SELECTION, edited by Uys Krige (1968). The volume has a
lengthy introduction, and extracts from all of Schreiner's
published works. According to the SOUTH AFRICAN DIGEST,
"Extracts from THOUGHTS ON SOUTH AFRICA cover about a third
of the volume, but there are also well-chosen extracts from
Olive Schreiner's letters, from THE STORY OF AN AFRICAN FARM,
FROM MAN TO MAN, WOMAN AND LABOUR, AND CLOSER UNION."
AFRICAN PAPERS AT TEE SOUTH CENTRAL MLA.
World literature written in English received some
attention at the last annual South Central Modern Language
Association meeting (San Antonio, October, 1968). The
following papers dealt at least tangentially with Africa:
"Christianity as Seen in African-English Novels," Robert E.
McDowell (University of Texas at .Arlington); "Academic Freedom

in South Africa," Martin Shockley (North Texas State Univer ..

sity); "Mark Twain Visits South Africa in 1896," John Q,. Hays
(Texas A & M University); "The Ima~ery of Joseph Conrad,"
Wilfred s. Dowden (Rice University).
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COMPARATIVE LITERATURE--INDIA & AMERICA

Scholars interested in the interplay of ideas between
India and the United States will find some provocative
material i n the most recent publications of Prof. Mohan Lal
Sharma of the English Department, Slippery Rock State College .
"Mark Twain's Passage to India," Marl< Twain Journal.
"Emerson's 'Hamatreya '," The Explicator (April, 1968).
''Whitman, Tagore, Iqbal_: Singers of Self," The Asian Student
(April 1968) •

1968 MIA.

PROGRAM

INDIAN LITERATURE IN ENGLISH
John B. Alphonso-Karkala, Associate P--rofessor of Litera ture at State University College, New Paltz, New York has
edited an Anthology of Indian Literature (in English translation), annotated for use in schools and colleges; Penguin
will publish it soon~ Professor Alpbonso-Karkala is also
writing a study of Jawabarlal Nehru as a Writer for Ti,rayne.
During part of a year ' s leave granted by bis university he
plans to study and travel in South Asia in order to prepare
An I ntroduction to South Asian Literature.
At the last meeting of Group 12, MIA., Professor AlphonsoKarkala was elected secretary; he delivered a paper before the
group on "Symbolism in R.K. Narayan 's Novel, The Fi nancial Expert." He shows how Narayan presents symbolically the rivalry
between contrasting fo rces: the goddess Lakshmi (Wealth) and
the goddess Sarasvati (Knowledge). Further, the paper draws
parallels here with Greek mythology: the rivalry between
Artemes and Aphrodite, "especially seen in Euripides '
Hippolytus." The five - part structure of The Financial Expert
represents in Indian chronology the "Four Yugas in Time, " with
a "fifth part representing the period of dissolut ion or
pralaya." Thus, what the central character lives through is
"the endless cycle of life."
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THE 'J}iO SWARMS OF LOCUSTS : JUDGMENT BY INDIRECTION
IN THINGS FALL APART

(by Donald J. Weinstock) Univers ity of Calif.J L.A.)
./fos·Gract :
?;earl:; ever;,r; ,e who expresses an opinion about ·:::hir :'3.
l'.chebe ' '3 ~ovel Tni::~s :J•.::1.1. Apart agrees t:ia"t it is one of tbe
-J:wo er th:::ee bes-: :i:;_ '.__ ·'..6.• -language novels to date ty ar.y
Africa!', writer. Yet the novel 's easy st~·lc and sL::,:face s::.mpli
cityJ ar.d Acrebe's refusal tv r:1ake overt 2-·1,:;horL:,.l :-;:);;!J!lentsJ
ha•re 1,,ed most readers to negle ct coming t o -l:.erms ·-rit:i1 ~t 9 s a
modern vor k or' a rt --although Achebe has :.--:,r-1 :-;e.l ~:.JE~ S,lcb
crit i ci sm. - ··· There have 'ceen only two previous c..d ti cal articles on
Achebe 's techniqueJ one showing bow he err.ploys proverbs as a
"gr8Jllmar of values," the other--suggestive 'but undeve:opec - citing a few brief exa..'llples of bis symbolic use of language.
But Achebe's symbolism is far more pervasive than bas bee:
previously observed in print, and, what is more important J
far more structural as well. Achebe has been praised for "his
refusal to justify, explain , or condemn," thereby leavi ng
"the final judgement of [ traditional Ibo] life • • • to us"
in Things Fall Arart. Yet this is praise for t~e wrong reason.
He does --by indirect , symbolic means --make f requent moral
judgments, many of which run counter to what critics have
anticipated finding in the novel and therefore have found . In
at least three distinctly different patterns be symbolical ly
establishes a favorable reading of the consequences to Iboland
wrought by the white man's coming. This paper deals with only
one example of these symbolic judgments, Achebe's use of the
locust simile. Okonkwo's friend Obierika tells of the arrival
of the first white man in a nearby village, where t he local
Oracle's react ion was to liken the whites to a swarm of locust
Alarmed, the villagers have murdered the lone white, and for
doing so have been destroyed by a British punitive expedition.
Superficially this extended analogy seems to support the
expected anti - imperialist reading . But, because Achebe hasr
earlier in the novel established favorable associations for
the actual locusts he describes, and because he works in numerous reminders of the parallels between white men and lo- •
custs, this later passage must be less dogmatically interpreted. Careful attention to Achebe's language and symbol patterns shows the whites, perhaps surprisingly, to be beneficial
to the Ibos as well as destructive.
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Allegory in Patrick White 's THE SOLID V.iA.NDALA.
(by Nancy Potter--Univ. of Rbode Island)
Abstract:
Patrick White ' s most recent novel The Solid Mandala is ar
allegorical romance expressing through its twin beroes. Arthur
and Waldo Brown, the dualistic tensions within one human per sonality and through Arthur's investigation of mandalas,arche type s of wholeness, the triumph of absolute love. White's use
of the mandala is more Jungian than Eastern; for him it is leE
traditional and sacred than descriptive of the fully realized
personality in which various tensions have been reconciled.
The allegorical structure of the work is underscored by such
internal elements as parataxis, incoherence, grotesquerie, and
the arbitrary casting of a veil between the teller and the
reader. Arthur Brovm is another divine fool among White 's
other creations, like Stan and Amy Parker, Theodora Goodman,
Ruth Godbold, Mary Hare, and Alf Dubbo.

NKw QUARTERLY OF WORLD ENGLISH LITERATURE TO BE PUBLISHED
Professor A. Norman Jeffares reports from England that th
new quarterly ARIEL- -A REVIEW OF INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH LITERATURE will be printed for the first time in January, 1970, by
the University of Calgary . Professor Jeffares, however, will
edit the magazine from Leeds University. The magazine will
be concerned with critic ism and literature not only from
America and England but also from all other parts of the world
Further, "There will be discussions of the interrelationships
of various literatures and of those which exist between literature and other arts."
The subscription price per year is 2 pounds sterling ($5
Canadian) post free. Those wishing to subscribe should send
checks, postal order~, or money orders to this address:
Business Manager, ARIEL
41 Park Lane
Leeds I.SB 2EH, England.
Writers contributing manuscripts from Europe, Africa, Asi;
and Australasia should send their work (not over 3,500 words
for prose articl es or 24 lines for verse) to A. Norman Jeffare.
at the above Leeds address.
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Contributors from North and South America and the West Indies
should send their work to Earl F. Guy and James Black, ARIEL,
Department of English, The University of Calgary, Calgary 44,
Alberta, Canada. Manuscripts should be accompanied by either
a stamped, addressed envelope or an international reply coupon
SUMMER INSTITUTE IN WORLD LITERATURE IN ENGLISH
The Institute of Commonwealth and Comparative Studies,
Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario and Carleton University,
Ottawa, Ontario, announces a Swnmer Institute in World Literature in English; six weeks (mid June-August, dates to be announced), to be held at Queen's. Two graduate courses for
semester credit: English 880, Canadian Literature; English 881
British Commonwealth Literature; Seminar in Afro-Asian Literatures in English (non-credit).
CONFERENCE ON ENGLISH LITERATURES OF THE WORLD(CEIW)
The CEIW held its third Annual Meeting at the NCTE convention in Milwaukee in 1968. CEIW is an association of schoo
and college teachers interested in enlarging the English curriculum by introducing literary works from and linguistic
studies in the national literatures in English normally not
included in British or American literature. Persons i nterest ed in the work of CElil should write to the National Secretary,
Dr. Priscilla Tyler, Department of English, University of
Missouri, Kansas City, Missouri, 64110.
ASSOCIATION FOR COMMONWEALTH LITERATURE
Persons who are interested in becoming members of The
Association for Commonwealth Literature and Language Studies
should write for information to:
Professor McDougal l
English Department
Carleton University
Ottawa, Canada
A WORLD LITERATURE ENCYCLOPAEDIA PROJECT
News has come from Hungary that the Institute of the.
Hunga-rian Academy of Science is editing a new World Literat
Encyclopaedia.
·
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Paul J. ?c{'ricsy, a fellow of the Academy, is editing the
African chapters, and would appreciate any help he can get
from American scholars. Any Africanists interested in the
progress of this work should . send bibliographies, articles,
microfilms of dissertations, etc. to the following address:
Paul J. ?cfricsy
Institute of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences
va'crlt6t, Hungary.
WEST INDIAN WINS WRITING AW.ARD :

v.s. Naipaul, born in the West Indies, but now living in
England, was awarded in Nov., 1968, the W.H. Smith Literary
Award for his novel The Mimic Men (Andre Deutsch).
Mr. Naipaul is the third "Commonwealth" writer to win the
award since its beginning in 1959 (others were Patrick White
and Nadine Gordimer).
CARIBBEAN HOLIDAY IN KENT
Joseph Jones
The second annual conference of the Caribbean Artists
Movement was held from August 31 to September 2, 1968, at
Rutherford College of the venerable University of Kent (now
three years old), Canterbury. The following is a thumbnail
digest of the main presentations.
Stuart Hall (U.Birmingharn), "West Indians in Brita1n":
A decade and more of intensive migration, "completing the thirc
leg of the triangular trade," is now bringing the problems of
400 years into clearer focus. The British are being demystified (although not necessarily enlightened) by direct
contact, as lingering emblems of empire only gradually fade :
class, tradition, feudal ; rites and rituals, notions of prosperity and success. ttColonies" are developing anew in industrial centers, where W,Indians are ttintimate enemies" with
their neighbors as the ambivalent ''W,Indian personality"-- a
mixture of deference and rebelliousness -- asserts itself.
Clive Wake (u.sussex), "Aimi' Cesaire and the French
Caribbean": Lack of adequate translation (now under way) has
been a barrier to an understanding of Cesaire, especially his
long poem, Cahier d'un Retour au Pays Natal.
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In vivid and often violent imagery, especially of night and
dawn, the poet undertakes at the outset a sweeping vision of
the effects of European civilization upon the New World, seeing the misery and stagnation of the French colonies, most
particularly his home island Martinique. Then, in a "Christmas" section and afterward, he begins using images~of elevation and joy • .An ideal conception of what the Black Man can
be (with Toussaint L'Ouverture as symbol) includes Africa and
Southern U.S. along with the Caribbean. The idea of
"N~gritude" is born; and the poet decides to return home from
France, where he has been writing as a student, and work for
bis commitment, rejecting hate and assuming a universal role
as a kind of quasi-Christ. Cesaire's influence on Frenchspeaking Africa, especially Senghor, has been profound; and
though "N{gritude" is not the fashionable concept it once was,
Cesaire's reputation is still high .
I van van Sertima (BBC), "The Void of History in the
Caribbean": History, considered as a body of insights and
i l luminations - - "an enquiry into t he shadows that move behind
and in us," taking on "the configuration of the grand myth" - is badly needed as a unifying force to Caribbean culture. Recent events in Guyana are a case in point: the multiracial,
multicultural society there appears very shaky, with intellectuals and others pr eparing for flight. Education serves to
emphasize the degradation of the area, begetting self- contempt
The work of both Naipaul and Mittelholzer is infused with this
attitude; these writers "despise" the society from which they
come . How, then, can such a situation be remedied? New forms
new structures may be needed when old models no longer serve.
One writer from Guyana (Wilson Harris) illustrates this pro cess at work: his fiction contains a "drama of consciousness"
to build on. "Negritude," which created culture-totems (or
tried to), while it was good as a reaction against feelings
of degradation, proved insufficient in that it fa iled to appr
ciate African complexity on the one hand or Caribbean reality
on the other. In the "dialectic of pigmentation" Africa is go
ing its own way and cannot be the model. The Caribbean must
seek its own way as well, through the collective unconscious
of its own people.
(In the discussion following, the question of the extent
and seriousness of self-contempt in Guyana and elsewhere was
aired, begetting a protracted exchange on the pros and cons of
Naipaul's work. Harris was seen as an antithesis to Naipaul,
ideologically, and one speaker made the point: ''We need to
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break our tthe -a-t~te with Europe." )
Gerald Moore (U.Sussex), "The African Presence in the
west Indies": The pioneering work of Claude McKay seems to
suggest the value of detachment as a condition attaching to
exile, as does the later work of Andrew Salkey. African exiles develop less such feeling, Africa being always ready to
receive her children back: Soyinka, Okara (in an American
snowstorm), and J.P. Clark are still pro-African in exile.
west Indian writers, on the other hand, may turn via fiction
(e.g. Dathorne) to explore naive conceptions of the "reality"
t o be found in exile; and in poetry (e.g. Walcott) the proximity to America may engender some sympathy with American
landscape. When w.Indians and Africans encounter each other
directly, especially in Africa, the failure of the pilgrim· age to the "ancestral shore" is only too obvious (e.g.,Dawes,
Lamming, St, Omer, Braithwaite, Dathorne). Thus, African
writers tend to stay with their home environment, at home or
abroad, whereas w.Indian islanders adju st more easily because
of their cosmopolitan origins . Two differing paradigms of
west India vs. Africa may be seen in William's novel Other
Leopards and Bratbwaite's poem~: the first is a "map"
of w. Indian attitudes to Africa, the second a personal pilgrimage of "qualified homecoming" both in time and place,
momentary only and returning ultimately to the islands as
the poet's "own r eal and suffici ent world."
(Discussion ranged through such subjects as differences
between Black Americans' a nd W,Indians' searches for origins
in Africa; the parallel of the poet Moraes-looking back to
I ndian tradition ; the need for rehabilitation of the African
presence in w.Ind:ian society; the need to "exorcise the demon of reality" by digesting and transmitting old experience
at the modern level; and opportunities for presentation of
such issues through radio-broadcasting.)
Seminar Discussion,"Tbe Artist in the Caribbean": The
Caribbean artist is not very well represented in Britain,
either in exhibitions or by employment (e.g. as illustrator).
America and Canada are the main outlets for sales. In the
W,Indies themselves the schools do not encourage art sufficiently. And why are not the rich colors of W~Indian landscape and texture of W,Indian sculpture more exten;=;ively applied in architecture there? A sound tradition is lacking,
in which (or against which) the single artist can develop:
an ignorance of the islands' own mythology. w.Indian artists
seem to move regularly from representation to abstraction in
an
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attempt to reach the beart of the W.Indian scene. But how
close a distinction can be drawn m'.!tween representation and
abstraction? Is it not rather a matter of cormnunication,
with the public not "ready" anywhere for contemporary art?
Why, in contrast, has the Haitian peasant movement succeeded
so well? Could this kind of thing be stimulated in schools?
Can the monied patrons of art be best approached?
Kenneth Ramchand introducing Wilson Harris,"The Amerindian Presence in Guyana": The Amerindian has remained a
peripheral figure except in the fiction of Harris, who supplies various confrontations i n which characters intersect
to demonstrate the controlling idea of a unity of being. CA.t
this point Harris takes OV3rJ. . . The imagination must be
supported against continual pressures to conform. We find
in Moby ~ a tragic aboriginal world-view, as also in
Lawry's Under the Volcano. A breakthrough towards human consolidationcan be made through character-creation in fiction :
a transcendence of formalized relationships by means of a
subconscious coming-together of man and man, man a nd nature,
unhampered by "idolatrous fixations." If we are to visualize the essentially global within irrelevant variety we must
cultivate a certain skepticism and dissatisfaction W-ith realism, as a dead-end which defeats the nature of man and of his
evolution . Asymmetrical configurations are needed, but the
conventionally patterned novel cannot sustain them; what we
get, instead, as in Crunus and Ionesco, is a "uniform consolidation of the absurd." This is not enough; we need to
return to some attempt at unity, seeking understanding
through defeat and martyrdom, "a task profoundly personal
and archetypal, "attended with dangers of hubris but subsisting nevertheless upon erosions, accepting suffering, to satisfy the need for a new compassion and power of endurance.
Against the conservative, conventional novel with weak,
middle -of-the -road heroes suffering dully, let us oppose a
new fiction . This will visualize, serially, a process by
which characters may bring each other into the metaphysical
unity. As the "complex ghose of his own lar:idscape," the author need not succumb to black comedy or the absurd. (Discussion: Current preoccupation with violence is an "inferior occupation," merely playing with displacements of one
class by another. The "question of the function of the imagination" is onr of great significance, and the word is the ,
translative medium, "Leave the artist free": he ----rs--a tormented mind , needing to be let
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alone to try to salvage as much as he can out of gains and
losses.)
Henry Swanzy (BBC), ''West Indian Writing; a "Proletarian' View": Recalling broadcasts on the "Angliphone Caribbean" in the late 40 1 s and early 50 ' s, it could still be
stated that regional literature affords a "luxury cruise of
the imagination" giving at the same time an impression of
problems general to humanity. Whereas W.Indian fiction,
broadly speaking, bas dealt consistently with the imprison ing factors of middleclass values, poetry leaped the chasm
between middle -class and proletariat. In the Toynbee view
of history, the elite are gradually r~placed by the internal and external pr oletariats (the archetype is Rome) who
fuse and renew the old fonns. With reference to British
literature of the 50's and 60 1 s the external proletariat is
identifiable partly with the W. Indies, though the fusion is
still far from complete and the whole problem is larger than
literature itself can handle . Is the "framework of sympathy"
too narrow? The idea of a "living Commonwealth" was a sust aining idea up to a few years ago, but seems currently to
be waning . What i s the writer to do, fac ed with such lack
of fusion? He can at least show bis good sense by not fol lowing the invitations to propaganda, in the way that Harris,
e . g . , offers an example of the writer seeking to dignify the
human individual . The peaceful mingling of races is some thing W. Indian literature may offer the world, and perhaps
a great deal more. {Discussion: Why did "Negritude" fail?
How far can a writer involve himself in social commitment?
Are we perhaps confusing "commitment" and "communication"?
Can we, on the other hand, omit either one?)
It was easy enough for the comparatively unattached observer to see {and hear) tensions between. "activist" factions with package -programs to offer (e.g., Black Power) and,
perhaps not exactly "passivist" other factions, but" ones
standing pretty stoutly for personal independence. This added no end of timbre to the music, which showed very little
inclination toward tameness anyway. And speaking less metaphorically of music, it should be added that programs of_
folksong and poetry-reading were sifted- in as relaxation,
most notable a generous and stirrin.g selection from Edward
Brathwaite ' s two published volum~s of poems, Rights of Pas~ and Masks,with additions from the manuscripts of the
t hird• (Islands which completes the trilogy read by the author. s ro ing minstrels even entertained the pilgrims at
t able; and there was a wel l-stocked and
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well-patronized.bookshop laid on for the occasion. It was
not a question of "twenty bokes" ·or "fithele a nd gay sautrye"
in modern Canterbury; whatever age- of anxiety we may be in,
our economy of abundance can c,ffer us both. Perhaps it is
symbolic that of the three colleges now comprising the U. of
Kent, one is named for Rutherford (the physicist), a second
for Eliot (T . S., none other,) and a third for Keynes ( the
economist) .
AN ANTHOLOGY OF S0l17H AFRICAN VERSE

,.

In February, Penguin will print Jack Cope and Uys
Krige's poetry collection--probsbl y the biggest modern antho~
logy of South African verse ever printed. The English sect i on starts with Roy Campbell and ends with Stephen Gray,

Barry Higgs, and Jill King.

The 150 page Afrikaans section

will begin with Eugene Marais and Totius ~nd end with the
·•sestiger s, 11 Ingrid Jonker and Adam Smal~.. The book bas five
other sections of verse: Bushman, Hottentot, Sotho, Xhosa,
and Zulu. Cope and Krige have been ten years preparing their
book.
ANTHOLOGIES FROM THE PACIFIC
Joseph Jones
Apropos of Mr. Hamner's Literary Periodicals in WorldEnglish published as a supplement to NEWSLETTER #14, it is
noteworthy that some of the periodicals in t he Pacific area
are already of such an age as to have begun anthologizing
themselves. Charles Brasch's Landfall Country, from New Zea l and, appeared some time a go, about the same t ime as An Over~
land Muster (Brisbane, Jacaranda, 1965 ), edited by Stephen
Murray Smith . Most recently, On Native Grounos : Australian
Writing from Meanjin Quarterly (Sydney, Angus & Robertson,
1968) has been edited by Cl em Christesen. This ~ollection,
just on five hundred pages, contains a wide r a~~e of creative
a nd critical writing alike, embellished with R~ny of the pendrawings that have long been a kind of tradem~rk of the magazine.
Individual readers and libraries a J i ke s .:mld find these
cross-section offerings a very desirable addi ... iun t o their
shelves. In addition to affording a view of .. hat has been
happening in two very active literatures over a span of two
decades and more, they will almost certainly ~o~e to have spe
cial historical value as exemplars of post-war growth. They
are a fitting tribute to their editors .
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NOTES FROM AUSTRALIA

r

A "Summer School on Fifth and Sixth Form Poetry for Teachers of Senior English" was held at Wollonggong University
College (New South Wales) in mid-January of this year. Speakers included Prof. Grahame Johnston on "Judith Wright's Earlier Poems," Prof. Leonie Kram.er (recently appointed to the chair
of Australian Literature, Univ. of Sydney) on "The Relevance
of Poetry," and R. D. FitzGerald (Sydney poet) on "Some
Australian Women Poets."
Dal Stivens, one of the veteran story-writers of Australis
is publishing a volume of SELECTED STORIES 1936-1968.
L. T. Hergenhan (Uni versity of Tasmania) is back in Hobart
after a trip to Canada and the U. S.

Dr. J . J . Healy (Carleton
in Commonwealth Literature .

u.,

ottawa) is offer ing a course

Professor Manni ng Clark, a well-known hi storian at
Australian National University, is the author of a collection
entitled DISQUIET AND OTHER STORIES, due out in May , 1 969.
The publisher' s announcement reports that one of the stories
is about a Negro in the U. S. , another is set in Si ngapore,
still another is entitled "A Democrat on the Ganges, " and the
remainder have European and Australian themes and setti ngs .

Dr. Colin Roderick (Townsville University College, Queensland) has completed the third and final volume of his COLLECTED
VERSE OF HENRY LAWSON. This is a criti cal edition, based on
Lawson ' s manuscripts and various emendations .
I n THE AUSTRALIAN AUTHOR, Vol. 1 , No. 1 (Sum..'!ler 1969), a
new quarterly published by the Australian Society of Authors ,
there are such articles as . " Australian Publishing" by G.A.
Ferguson (of Angus & Robertson, Sydney), "The Author ' s Empty
Purse"by Barbara Jefferis (Australian novelist), and "Copyri ght
and Society" by Gus O'I.x:>nnell (writer from New South Wales ).
A continuing feature will be a listing of "New Books by ASA
Members ." The society now numbers between five and six
hundred members.
"~,y the 1950s there was no longer any need to apologize
for a book written and published in Australia and having to do
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with the Australian scene. A battle that had begun with
Australia's growing awareness of itself as a nation had been
won. By 1960 the victory had become so apparent that overseas
publishers were setting up Australian branches to seek the ve11
sort of book they had once considered unprofitably provincial ,
or at best beyond their scope . Australian writers at last
fOQDd publishers competing for them rather than, as they may
PJ'9.'iously have felt, :patronizing them."
-- G.A. Ferguson in THE AUSTRALIAN ~
AUTHOR

..

TEACHER EXCHANGE CORNER
(In a previous iss .i.e, iu{E editors incated willingness
r int notices for international English literature teachers ,
wb are interested in acquiring teaching positions, either for
the summer term or for ~he regular academic year. Such teachers should simply write the editor of WI.WE NEWSLETI'ER).
to

------------------------------------------

PhD. in English with a dissertation on English novels of
Indian background. Has published in several learned journals. J
Background in Sanskrit; a little background in linguistics .
IJ::>ng record of university teaching. Recipient of grants from
ACIS and others . Has also taught Indian literature and civilization course in this country. Special field for the PRD. :
20th century British literature. Would consider a senior
A
rar.K with at least AAUP "B" rating salary in a school with
emphasis on graduate work. Prefer South West or South East
'
coastal areas, New England, or any region with milder climate.
Nife also qualified to teach Hindi, and has taught at a Peace_
Corps Training Center in the u.s., as well as in a missionary
college in India . Available in September, 1969. Interested I A
chainnen should write : Professor K.s.N. Rao
English Department
~isconsin State University
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54901
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SOME ADDITIONS TO HAMNER·~ CHECKLIST OF LITERARY PERIODICALS
IN WORLD-ENGLISH
By Bernth Lindfors
The following list of periodicals is offered as a supplement to the General and African sections of Robert D, Hamner's
"Literary Periodicals in World-English (Corm:nonwealth and Former
Commonwealth Countries) : A Selective Checklist, " Supplement
,
to WI.WE Newsletter #14 (November 1968),
GENERAL
BOOKS ABROAD, University of Oklahoma Press, University Press
Building, Norman, Oklahoma, U.S.A. 73069. Quarterly,
Founded 1927, $5 ,00,
Interests : "A:n international literary quarterly." Critical
articles, notes, book reviews.
AFRICA
ABBIA, B.P. 808, Yaounde', Cameroon. Quarterly. Founded 1963.
700 F CFA.
Interests : Articles in English and French on African liter a ture and culture , Poems, book r eviews .
AFRICA REPORT, Suite 500, Dupont Circle Building, Washington,
DC, U.S.A. 20036 . Nine times a year. Founded 1956.

$8.oo.
Interests: Varied.
Book reviews .

Occasional critical and survey articles

· AFRI CA TODAY, Graduate School of International Studies, University of Denver, University Park Campus, Denver, Colorado,
U.S.A. 80210. Bi-monthly. Founded 1954. $5 ,00.
Interests: Vari ed. Occasional critical and survey articles
Book r eviews, poetr y.
AFRI CAN ARTS/ARTS D'AFRIQUE, African Studies Center, University
of Cali fornia, Los Angeles, Cali fornia, U. S.A. 90024,
Quarter ly. Founded 1967. · $10 .00
Interests: "Traditional and contemporary arts of Africa -graphic, plastic, perfonning, and literary." Criticism,
fiction, drama, poetry.
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AFRICAN FORUM, American Society of African Culture (AMSAC),
101 Park Avenue , New York, New York, U. S.A. 10017 .
Quarterly. Founded 1965. $4. oo .
Interests: Varied. Occasional critical articles. Book
reviev.(s.
AFRICAN LITERATURE TODAY (supersedes Bulletin of tbe Associ ation for African Literature in English ), Depart ment of
Englisb, University of Sierra Leone, Freetown, Sierra
Leone. Twice a year . Founded 1968. 27s.
Interests: "A forum for the examination of the literature ..,
of Africa." Criticism, book reviews .
AFRICAN NOTES , Institute of African Studies, University of
Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria . Semi-annual. Founded 1963.
5s.
Interests: Research reports , bibliographies.
AFRICAN STUDIES BULLETIN, African Studies Center, Boston
University, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A. 02146. Tbree
times a year. Founded 1958. $20 . 00 f or institutions and
Fellows of tbe African Studies Association , $12 . 00 for
Fellows overseas and Associates, $8.oo for Student
Associates.
Interests: Bibliograpbies, conference and research reports,
AFRO-ASIAN TREATRE BULLETIN, Department of Speech and Drama,
University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas, U.S.A. 66045.
Twice a year. Founded 1 965 . Free.
Interests: Bibliograpbies, conference and research reports,,
African and Asian theatre news.
AFRO-ASIAN WRITINGS, Permanent Bureau of Afro-Asian Writers,
104 Kasr el-Aini Street, Cairo, U.A.R. Quarterly.
Founded 1968. $2.00.
Interests: Afro-Asian l iterature and culture. Fictio~,
poetry, criticism, translation, book reviews,

BUSARA, Department of English, University College, Nairobi,
Kenya. Tbree times a year. Founded 1968 ( supersedes
NEXUS). 2/50s.
Interests: Creative .writing, critcism1 book r eviews .
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DRUM, 62 Eloff st . Ext. , Johannesburg, s. Africa; Nigerian
ed . PM Bag 2128, Lagos ; Ghanaian ed. P.O. Box 1197, Accra.
Monthly (now a weekly ins. Africa . ), Founded 1951.
.
I nterests : Current events. Some fiction, oook reviews.
ETHIOPIA OBSERVER, P,O. Box 1896, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia,
Quarterly, Founded 1957. 12 Eth. $ or 5 U.S.$.
Interests: "Journal of Indepe!'.ldent Opini on, Econorr:icc:
Hi story and tbe Arts . " Drama, poetry; fiction, critic i sm,
book reviews .
THE ,J'.YEL )F A"':?IC.A, :t,;: ;t e.l a. C!'e2.tive Soc::.et ·'°, •Jr:iversity of
'.3ambie, F . 1.,. Bux ;:_37--; ~usaY..a, Zambia. ~ifor:-:jl ;r.

Founded 1968.

K3.00 or~ 0.85 ,

Interests: "A literary and cult ural magaz::.ne , " Articles,
fi ction, drama, poetry, book reviews, oral l iterature.
TEE JOURNAL OF MODERN AFRICAN STUrIES, University College,

Dar es Salsam, Tanzania, or University Press, Cambridge,
England . Quarterly. Founded 1963. 40s or $7,50,
Interests: "Politics, economics and related t opics i n
contemporary Africa. " Jccasional l iterary articles.
Book reviews, conference reports .
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MAWAZO, Makerere University College, P.O. Box 7062, Ka.~pala,
Uganda. Bi- annual. Founded 1967. 20s or $4.oo for
four issues.
I nterests : Varied. Occasional criticism, book reviews.
MORAN, Department of Literature, Morogoro Teachers ' College,
Morogoro , Tanzania. Bi- annual. Founded 1967.
Interests: "A rr..agazine of literary writing." Articles,
f i ction , poetry.
NEXUS , English Department, Uni versity College, P.O. Box 30197,
Nairobi, Kenya. Semi-annual. Founded 1967. 7s or $3,00
Interests: "Short stories, poems and l iterary art icles . "
Book reviews.
/

PRESENCE AFRICAINE, 42, rue Descartes, Paris 5e, France.
Quart erly. Founded 1947. 22F or $5.10.
Interests : Varied. Criti cism, fiction, drama, poetry,
· book reviews .
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THE PURPLE RENOSTER, 87 Roberts Avenue, Kensington,
Johannesburg, South Africa, Irregular. Founded 1956.
R2 for 4 numbers.
Interests : "New South African stories, poems, essays,
humorous sketches, letters, dramatic excerpts, one - act
plays, reviews , serial novels, etc,"
SOUTH AFRICA INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS, 104, Bd, Haussmann,
Paris 8e, France.
Monthly. Founded 1962. $2.50.
Interests: Events in South Africa. Occasional literary
commentary.
ZUKA, Oxford University Press, P,O. Box 12532, Nairobi, Kenya.
Twice a year. Founded 1967. 5s or $1.oo .
Interests: "A journal of East African creative writing,"
Fiction, poetry, drama, criticism, book reviews.
(NOTE: The supplement to WLWE Newsletter #14 was Robert D.
Hamner's bibliography of 158 titles of literary periodicals
from Africa, Australia, Canada, The Caribbean, Ceylon,
Hong Kong, India, Malaya, New Zealand, Pakistan, and The
Philippines. Readers who are interested in listing worldEngli sh periodicals not recorded in Ramner ' s checklist are
invited to send their lists to the editors, It is requested
that contributors follow Professor Hamner's format.)

WI.lilE N™"SLETTER is published twice yearly -April and November -- by Group 12 : World Literature Written in English, Modern Language Asso -

ciation of America . Copies to librari es are
circulated gr atis by The University of Texas
Library; i ndividual subscriptions a r e $1 .00
per year.
Address: Department of English, University
of Texas, Aust in, Texas 78712.
Editorial Board : Northrop Frye (U. of Toront o).
Carl Klinck (u. of Western Ontario ), Lionel
Stevenson (Duke u. )
Editor and Associate Editors : Joseph Jones
of Texas at Austin) , Robert E. McD:Jwell (U.
of Texas at Arlington ), J oseph Leach (U. of Texas
at El Paso )
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